HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Labor and Industrial Relations

Will meet at: UPON ADJOURNMENT Date: May 22, 2007

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HCR 105 ERDEY WORKERS COMPENSATION Requests the Department of Labor and the office of risk management regarding the benefits of employees sustaining catastrophic injuries

HB 119 HUNTER EMPLOYMENT/WAGES-MINIMUM Establishes a state minimum wage

HB 156 TRICHE CONTRACTORS Provides relative to home improvement contractors

HB 158 HUNTER EMPLOYMENT/WAGES Creates the Equal Pay for Women Act

HB 859 MARCHAND UNEMPLOYMENT COMP Provides for lost wages for domestic violence benefits

SB 259 CAIN WORKERS' COMPENSATION Changes the amount of retained premiums which must be maintained by self-insurers. (8/15/07)

___________________________________________
Willie Hunter, Jr.
CHAIRMAN